
Racing To Profit Members Club: August Monthly Article  

My August article from the Betting Insiders Club is repeated below.  

If you ever want to see what the Betting Insiders Club has to offer you can do so HERE>>> 

*** 

Hello there. I hope you have had a profitable June and early July. (I suppose if you follow Dr Nick’s 

tips then that is a big yes!)  In this month’s article I thought I would have a quick look at 3 year old 

only handicaps and try and see if there are any trainers who do well in this specialist area.  

This month there are just two trainers of focus and I am interested in how they get on for the 

remainder of the season, and into next season.  

Let’s get to it… 

The starter set of data… 

 Flat Turf Handicaps  

 3 year old only Handicaps  

 2013/14/15/16- (up to 27th July 2016)  

 

MICK APPLEBY  

116 bets / 18 wins / 36 places / 16% sr / +140 SP / +363 BFSP / AE 1.24 

With starter stats like this, he may be a good place to start. As you would expect he has had a few 

big priced winners, including one at 80Sp. Let’s see if we can improve the strike rate/performance 

further… 

Distance  

His record over 10 furlongs or further is noticeable, and not in a good way…  

2/40, 7 places… -23 SP … AE 0.43  

The two wins were both over 1m4f, 2/9. But, for now, it may be best to ignore those runners, at 

least in terms of a micro angle.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.betting-school.com/amember/aff/go/joshw?i=27


That means that… 

 Mick Appleby 

 3yo Only Turf Handicaps  

 5f-9f 

 
 Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% Races Race% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) MxOdd A/E 

ALL 76 16 21.05 162.88 29 38.16 76 21.05 214.32 384.54 54.91 81.00 1.62 

2016 18 4 22.22 122 8 44.44 18 22.22 677.78 324.96 42.01 81.00 2.15 

2015 25 5 20 13.38 10 40 25 20 53.52 18.42 8.08 67.00 1.39 

2014 17 4 23.53 18.5 6 35.29 17 23.53 108.82 27.76 2.74 21.00 1.75 

2013 16 3 18.75 9 5 31.25 16 18.75 56.25 13.41 2.09 34.00 1.43 

 

These winners come from a pool of 13 horses and it is clear that he has been rather consistent in 

recent seasons. He also has the habit of firing in a big priced winner or two. His runners going off 

16/1 or shorter are 13/61, 24 places… +50 SP, +73 BFSP, AE 1.4 

Are there any other angles for consideration, using the ‘system’ above as a starting point?... 

Tracks 

 Bath: 0/4, 0 places 

 Catterick: 3/4, 4 places… +20 SP  

 Doncaster: 1/5, 3 places… +16 SP  

 Leicester: 0/9, 2 places 

 Nottingham: 5/18, 6 places…+41 SP  

 Thirsk: 3/5, 3 places… + 105 SP  

 York: 0/5, 1 places  

Wins This Season 

 0 wins this season: 12/45, 17 places… +172 SP …AE 2.64 

 1 -3 wins this season: 4/31, 12 places… -9 SP … AE 0.75  

Horse Wins In Career 

 0-1: 14/50, 23 places… +177 SP … AE 2.52  

 2+ : 2/26, 6 places… -15 SP … AE 0.47  

Bottom Weights  

When ignoring jockey claims it should be noted that Appleby likes to sneak one in at the bottom of 

the weights… 

 Clear/Joint Bottom Weight: 6/23, 9 places… +130 SP … AE 2.53  

o This does include three winners this season at 20/1, 25/1 and 80/1.  



*** 

I think that starter micro angle looks decent enough and there are a few other ways above that you 

could use to narrow down further if you wanted. I am sure our Editor in Chief may have some views 

on what to narrow down on if deciding to run a trial in the Members Forum.  

 

*** 

Who else is worthy of some further attention?  

JIM BOLGER  

A rare hop over the Irish Sea for me. Bolger has top level stats of… 

125 bets/ 21 wins / 46 places / 17% sr / +20 SP / +61 BFSP / AE 1.12 

They are ok but I am sure we can improve on them slightly. Let’s see if we can narrow down a bit 

further… 

Distance  

Much like with Appleby there appears to be a clear difference but this time Bolger appears to do 

best with the stayers… 

 Up to 9F: 4/62, 16 places…  -33 SP , AE 0/46 

 9.5F or further: 17/63, 30 places.. +53 SP … +80 BFSP… AE 1.68 

That looks like… 

 Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% Races Race% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) MxOdd A/E 

ALL 63 17 26.98 52.58 30 47.62 63 26.98 83.46 79.83 20.41 21.00 1.68 

2016 18 7 38.89 43.25 9 50 18 38.89 240.28 58.32 12.76 21.00 2.67 

2015 16 2 12.5 -8 5 31.25 16 12.5 -50 -8.08 -4.07 21.00 0.68 

2014 15 4 26.67 7 7 46.67 15 26.67 46.67 11.07 2.68 21.00 1.84 

2013 14 4 28.57 10.33 9 64.29 14 28.57 73.79 18.52 9.05 21.00 1.69 

 

2015 was a bit iffy but in general Bolger has been rather consistent with this type of staying 3 year 

old. The winners above come from 14 different horses.  As with Appleby let’s see if we can unearth 

any other angles within this set… 

 

 

 

 



Odds 

 Not much here with winners up to 16/1. Those going off over 16/1 are 0/6, 0 places, and 

within the original starter set of stats those bigger priced ones are 0/9, 0 places. So, 16/1 or 

shorter may be the best place to focus.  

 Indeed if you had taken opening show odds (10 mins or so before off) you would have made 

+22 points more above the SP figure above. Clearly a few of his get well backed just before 

the off. Taking morning prices may improve on those stats further.  

Track 

Jim has a decent record at a few tracks but I suppose there are a handful that stand out… 

 Curragh: 3/6, 3 places… +12 SP 

 Down Royal: ¾, 4 places… +25 SP  

 Leopardstown: 5/12, 7 places… +42 SP  

That is all for Jim Bolger really. An angle/approach to keep an eye on in future seasons.  

Looking through other trainers there is not much else to go on really. Clearly there are a lot of big 

names who fire in the winners but they generally have many runners, and lose plenty to SP. That is 

never the greatest starting point for research. I like a trainer to be close to, or in profit, to SP at least 

– and to have around 20+ winners over a 3 year period. If they are having a poor 2016 and also lost -

10+ or more during one of the other years I tend to ignore them also.  

Let’s see how those two get on for the rest of the season.  

*** 

To finish off I just thought I would look to see if there were any trainers who had decent track 

records in these races.  

I have imposed a 12/1 or shorter SP odds cap as a starting point. So 

 Flat Turf Handicaps  

 3 year old only  

 12/1 or shorter SP 

Three Trainer Track Combos of Interest:- 

 Mark Johnston/Beverley: 68 bets / 18 wins / 34 places / 26% sr / +27 SP / +33 BFSP / AE 1.25 

 Andrew Baling/Chester: 34 bets / 13 wins / 19 places / 38% sr / +33 SP / +40 BFSP / AE 1.99 

 R Fahey/Pontefract: 30 bets / 11 wins / 13 places / 37% sr / +25 SP / +27 BFSP / AE 2.04  

*** 

Happy punting,  

Josh  

www.racingtoprofit.co.uk  

http://www.racingtoprofit.co.uk/

